MKSSS’s Cummins College of Engineering for Women Pune is proud to share the announcement from ASME India, that *Arya Vyavahare, Chair of the ASME Cummins Student Section Pune (Final Year Mech Engg student) has been selected for the prestigious *ASME Charles T. Main Student Leadership Award - Vermeil (first place) Gold Medal* for 2021-22.

The Award comes with a Cash Prize of $3,000, Vermeil / Gold Medal and Certificate.

This is the First time an Indian Student has won the first place in over 95 years since the award was instituted by ASME, New York!!

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers is the globally recognized, engineering society, a standard organization, a research and development organization. The Charles T. Main Award recognises undergraduate ASME Student Members with exceptional leadership and service qualities & have contributed to enhancing student activities at their Section, their institute department, the engineering profession and ASME.

ASME CSS has Executive Committee comprises of 14 members with Chair, Two Vice- Chair every year and Section Advisor: Dr. Ravindra B. Ingle, Dean Academics.